defEYE™ productions
product specifications

defEYE™ FRAME | custom fabricated, archival, two-sided, easy-to-open framing
system with acid-free, .080 Plexiglas Perfection UF5® ultraviolet-light-filtering folded
acrylic outer glazing, in dimensions 24 by 19 by 5/8 inches, plus polished, injectionmolded, acid-free, recyclable (#7), optical polycarbonate inside assembly and nylon
closure pin, with brass-plated courtesy hook.
defEYE™ PRINT | fine art limited edition hand signed and numbered archival giclée
print using ultrachrome pigment inkjet printing on coated, acid-free, OBA free, ligninfree, 100% cotton-rag paper, in dimensions 22 by 17 inches by 19 mils thick (300
grams per square meter). Similarly printed content has permanence ratings over 100
years under UV-filter, and over 200 years in dark storage, according to Wilhelm
Imaging Research, Inc. of Grinnell, Iowa.
defEYE™ CERTIFICATE | documentation of authenticity, including terms of the
limited edition, information about the artist, artwork, curator, and product, and using
archival ultrachrome pigment inkjet printing on coated, acid-free, lignin-free, 100%
cotton-rag paper, in dimensions 22 by 17 inches by 12 mils thick (215 grams per
square meter) with acid-free coated tamper-evident polyester holographic labels with
a deposition of silver metalized aluminum and UV cured permanent acrylic adhesive.
Similarly printed content has permanence ratings over 100 years under UV-filter, and
over 200 years in dark storage, according to Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.
defEYE™ ART SAVER | inflatable shipping and carrying case, in dimensions 32 by
27 by 3 inches, custom manufactured from linear, low-density, acid-free, recyclable
(#4) polyethylene, with tamper-evident acetate seals.
defEYE™ PRINT FOLIO | crystal clear sleeve for holding one print (and certificate),
made from archival polypropylene, in dimensions 22 by 17 inches.
defEYE™ COLLECTOR’S BOX | archival box for long-term storage of up to
approximately 20 prints and certificates in folios, dark grey drop-front with metal
corners, in dimensions 22 ¾ by 17 ¾ by 1 ½ inches.
defEYE™ CLEAN KIT | one pair of large cotton gloves, one pair of small cotton
gloves, 2-oz Novus® plastic clean and shine, 2-oz Novus® fine scratch remover, 2oz Novus® heavy scratch remover, two microfilament polish cloths (reusable,
washable, abrasion-resistant and highly absorbent), one UVA refrigerator magnet.
defEYE™ POS SALES STAND | folded acrylic floor model with white particleboard
table base, 22 by 22 by 30 inches in dimensions, or table-top model on white
hardboard base, 20 by 16 by 13 inches. Holds 12 units (framed in clear wrap).
defEYE™ POS SALES RACK | powder-silver metal on wheels, two- or one-sided
display with catalog basket and UVA magnets, 29 by 19 by 84 inches in dimensions.
Hangs 12 units (framed in art saver); wrench and #3 Phillips to assemble.
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